SAM 12 STEVE BOUCHER MEMORIAL
SAM 21 Spring Meet on 12 May,Saturday:
A special event, weather permitting, we will give away the
complete model airplane hobby of Steve Boucher. Steve passed
away on 7 Jan 2018.
Ed, Marv, and I hope to transfer the complete collection before
the day is up with your help.
Steve was in sound mind just hours before he passed. He
indicated that no money should be exchanged in this undertaking
and that SAM members and supporters of our contests should be
the recipients.
We have all seen his collection of about 30 airplanes,almost all
with motors. There are loose motors including Browns, Ohlsson
23's and 60s, various glows, some Cox, shop equipment and flying
stuff and building supplies. Some missing parts but no junk. Not
many plans and kits.
The plan is to distribute raffle tickets for a drawing starting at 10
AM. No names will be seen on tickets which will be drawn first by
registered flyers whose tickets can be redrawn, even after they get
their first choice. Then former contestants SAM members ACSB
members and others can make their choices when their numbers
are called. We will call numbers until all items are gone.
When your number is called you choose one item or box each time
your number comes up. When all numbers are called, and few
items are left we will indicate that you can take any item or quantity
you want, trying to be fair to others.
Because we have no place to store it, everything has to go: Do
it for Steve, Do it for us!
If we rain out, we will store everything until the August Meet.

Both meets will present the events you are accustomed to since
we have received no communication for a change to anything.
Bring,also anything you have to sell or trade.
No lunch at Spring meet but drinks available
Pilot's meeting and raffle will be at 10:00am,come early to inspect
Steve's stuff.
The 30th annual SAM12 Oldtimer event will be on Sunday 5
August.
Same rules as Spring Meet,but remember that the coveted Jr
Motors Trophy will be inscribed with your name for a win
in the Brown Jr Event.
And,as usual, you have heard this before! Call us,tell us if you are
coming or not.We are all SAM12 members. Waiting to see who
shows up is not the way we prefer to do business.Please!!
Roy and Ed
609-625-3472 Roy Home
609-501-7633 Roy Cell
609-567-0456 Ed Home

